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Taipei Chinese Culture Summer Camp Taiwan and Local Teachers 

William Wei Liang Lin is world renowned specialist in Taiwan Diabolo, a 

Taiwan folk sport featuring Taiwanese Yo-Yo techniques and skills. World 

Champion William Wei Liang Lin made great advancements in innovation, 

artistry, and adaptation to elevate Taiwan Diabolo to a new level. William 

Wei Liang Lin is highly respected as a rare and exceptional talent in the field 

of Taiwan Diabolo. He is the top and leading specialist and expert of Taiwan 

Diabolo in Taiwan. He is the only person that can perform using up to 6 

Taiwan Diabolos at a time together. William Wei Liang Lin taught Taiwan 

Diabolo at the Award Winning Taipei Summer Camp in previous years and 

due to his outstanding teaching and involvement, to the camp he was 

awarded and honored the Phoenix Mayor’s Partnership Award.  

Coach Tsung Han Lee and Ya Wen Weng of the Taipei Municipal Ming 

Dao Elementary School teach the basics of Taiwan Diabolo/ Taiwanese 

Yo-Yo. Taipei Municipal Ming Dao Elementary School coaches instruct 

Taipei Folk Sports and perform and promote Taiwanese Culture around 

the world. 

Stanley Shen creates art from straws. Taiwan straw art 

is one of the most innovative, famous and creative 

handmade crafts in Taiwan folk arts. Taiwan straw art requires dedication, originality 

and precision to create unique handcrafted arts to express and showcase the artist’s 

talent and imagination. He can make various items such as caterpillar, seahorse, flower, 

heart, sheep, bug, butterfly, dragon, toy and pinwheel and many more straw arts. 

Dance instructor Liu Chun Ying of the Taipei Municipal Zhong Zheng 

Senior High School specializes in traditional and classical Chinese dances and modern 

dances. Her students travel around the world to perform their graceful, elegant and 

strong dances. 

Master Kenny Perez is a certified 8th Duan Wushu Master 

focusing kung fu and wushu. His specialties are lion dance, dragon 

dance, kung fu, tournament fighting and form skills, fight choreography, stunt work, 

stage performances, qi gong and tai chi. Kenny Perez published DVD and book on 

wushu skills and techniques. He teaches lion and dragon dances and kung fu 

techniques and skills at award winning Taipei Chinese Culture Summer Camp. 

Taiwan Artist Master Chris Ho specializes in traditional and classical 

Chinese paintings and dedicates his art to endangered species. He is most 

known for his paintings of animals, particularly the Tiger and Eagle. Ho’s art 

of an eagle soaring to the moon was presented to President George W. 

Bush, and in addition his painting was chosen by the U.S. Postal Service for 

the “Stamp by Mail” Program. Ho has presented exhibitions in both 

Phoenix City Hall and the Arizona Capitol Museum. 

 

 

 

 

 



Jui L. Chiu is a Former Army Specialist and CPS Investigator. He specializes in three 

types of martial arts including Kung Fu, Shuri-Ryu and Shotokan Karate. He is also 

a Certified Private Investigator in the State of Arizona. Jui Chiu created Kubotan 

Time which are self-defense classes that teach how to fight off an attacker with a 

Kubotan and everyday objects, like a sharpie or marker. The purpose of the self-

defense class is to teach the community life saving defense skills and on how to be 

more aware of their surroundings and gain self-confidence.  

David Wang, Owner of Asahi Bakery is a long time supporter of Taipei Chinese 

Culture Summer Camp. His Taiwanese pastry classes are one of the most 

popular and favorite from students. David Wang has taught students how to 

make Taiwanese Pineapple Cakes, Sponge Roll Cakes, Custard Puffs, 

Macaroons, Fruit Rolls, Candy Apples, Popsicle Cakes, Coffee Jellos, Chocolate 

Dipped Strawberries, and Boba/ Pearl Milk Teas. 

TC Chiu specailizes in Traditional Chinese 

Calligraphy and Chinese Paintings. He teaches 

his skills at Taipei Chinese Culture Summer 

Camp and various schools and cultural events in the valley.  Writing 

Calligraphy teaches oneself inner peace and patience. The characters 

written in calligraphy express the beauty of visual arts and culture. Using 

the precise amount of water to create the light and dark colors from the 

ink stick is a skillful mastery to create each Chinese Painting 

 

 

 

 



Visual Reflections of the 25 Years of Taipei Chinese Culture Summer Camp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







2021亞利桑那州台北中華文化夏令營
Taipei Chinese Culture Summer Camp

Thank you for your support!
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